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News
INTRODUCTION
orning professional classes resume at DanceHouse from Monday 24 August with Joanna Banks. This is
followed by teaching engagements with Janice Claxton, Ester O Brolchain, Mitia Fedotenko, Lee Clayden;
four great teachers, among many, lined up for the autumn season. Full details of upcoming classes
(professional and evening classes) and activities are available from our website: www.danceireland.ie.

M

Our website is increasingly becoming a valuable first point of contact and resource for the entire dance community.
Of particular interest is our online bulletin board, NEWS FROM THE SECTOR. This is a members bulletin board – a
place where members post notices about their news, upcoming shows, auditions, job vacancies…as well as
recommendations, items for sale/in search of, free stuff and much more! While everyone can view the information
and can reply directly; only Dance Ireland members can post the information – if you have forgotten or lost your
password – please contact Inga at admin@danceireland.ie who will be delighted to help.
The undoubted highlight for many this September will be the Absolut Fringe, check out the range of members and
international dance and performance artists presenting work at this year’s festival, which runs from 05 - 20
September (www.fringefest.com).
New this month, is a Dance and Health seminar with Dr. Jen Tarr on Friday 11 September. In addition we are
delighted to present the Dublin premiere of a new interactive dance and sound installation from Animated State
Dance Theatre Company, entitled Happensdance, Saturday 12 September at 2pm & 4pm.
On Friday 16 October we present a one-day forum on the theme of Dance Artists: Making Work, Sustaining a Practice.
The forum is supported by the Arts Council’s European Cultural Contact Point, and is a joint initiative between
Dance Ireland and the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance, and will take on the campus of the University of
Limerick. Visit www.danceireland.ie. To book a place contact Inga at 01 884 8103
DANCE COUNTS: a survey of Dance Ireland membership 2008
In response to the absence of evidence about the numbers involved in dance activity nationally; Dance Ireland has
embarked on a survey collecting data relating to 2008. Members will have received a copy of our survey DANCE
COUNTS. We encourage you all to take the time to fill it in and return to us, no later than Friday 18 September.
Dance Ireland is undertaking this quantitative survey, in order to provide the hard evidence required when we are
talking about the relevance and importance of dance. As we all agree, statistics speak and in order to inform all
our arguments for continued state support and investment in the dance sector, we need to be able to provide
numbers, not only to back up our arguments, but more importantly to make known the large numbers of people
– professional and other – we all know are involved in dance activity throughout the country.
While we are looking for data for the calendar year 2008; this is the first of a planned longitudinal study, leading
up to our 21 year anniversary celebration in 2013. We believe DANCE COUNTS will build up an incredible snapshot
of dance activity in Ireland. Some members with long memories might remember that while the organisation
dates from 1989; for many the notable date is the incorporation of the organisation as the Association of
Professional Dancers in Ireland in 1992. The Board has decided to mark that date for a series of anniversary
celebrations leading up to 2013; DANCE COUNTS marks the first of many initiatives to celebrate and highlight the
development of dance in Ireland and the organisation, over the past two decades.
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DANCE IRELAND PROGRAMME

For all those interested in participating in the
afternoon workshops, please contact reception at
reception@danceireland.ie or tel: 01 855 8800.

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE
PROGRAMME
Dance Ireland/Dance House Glasgow
Janis Claxton/Sweet Love Project
31 Aug – 05 September

Dance Ireland/ Le Pacifique|CDC Grenoble
Mitia Fedotenko
14-18 September

Following her first successful residency in 2007,
choreographer and teacher Janis Claxton returns to
DanceHouse from 31 August to 05 September to
introduce the working processes of Sweet Love, a multigenerational performance piece for women. Sweet
Love was originally developed through a
Choreographic Development Residency at Dance
House Glasgow and resulted in a studio performance
for 14 women at the CCA, Glasgow in February 2008. It
takes inspiration from the bittersweet tales and
heartfelt lyricism in Appalachian folk songs and
country music, and the personal and universal themes
of women’s lives. For more information on Sweet Love,
please visit www.janisclaxton.com.

As part of our ongoing International Exchange
programme with Le Pacifique|CDC Grenoble, Dance
Ireland will host dance artist Mitia Fedotenko for a
week-long residency from 14 to 18 September.
Originally from Russia, Mitia trained at the Moscow
Theatre for Contemporary Dance before moving to
the Centre National de Danse Contemporaine in
Angers and then at the Centre Chorégraphique
National in Montpellier. In 1999, he founded the
company Autre MiNa. He has worked with Mathilde
Monnier, François Verret, Julyen Hamilton and Didier
Théron among others. Parallel to his choreographic
work, Mitia regularly teaches for the Centre
Chorégraphique National, the School of circus
Balthazar, the CDC and Maison de la Culture in
Grenoble, the school of Nicolas Ogrizkov in Moscow
and other international training centres.

In addition to teaching morning class, Janis will offer
three exploratory workshops: 02 September, 12-2pm;
04 September, 12-2pm; 05 September, 10.30am2.30pm, which are open to both professional and
amateur female dancers of any age who are interested
in exploring mixed generational work with a
performance focus.

Source: Jess Ferrone

During his residency, Mitia will teach professional
morning class and have access to studio time to work

Sweet Love
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on Pain and Injury in a Cultural Context: Dancers’
Embodied Understandings and Visual Mapping
(www.danceinjuries.org), funded by the UK’s Arts and
Humanities Research Council. The research explored
how dancers make sense of their experiences of pain
and injury and distinguish between them, and the
consequences this has for their bodies and careers.
Admission is free but places are limited. Please book
your place by contacting reception at
reception@danceireland.ie or 01 855 8800.

FORUM
Source: de Paul Delgado

Dance Artists: Making Work, Sustaining a Practice
16 October
9.30am - 4.30pm
Drumroe Village Hall, University of Limerick
In recent years many interesting and innovative
spaces, and collective structures, have been developed
with the expressed purpose of supporting dance
artists to research, develop and present their work. All
of these spaces and structures, whether they have
been developed in response to individual and/or
collective needs, or designed to act as catalysts for
change, reflect the artistic, social and political ideals of
the people who created them. This one day event will
provide an opportunity to hear presentations, from
invited panellists, about models that have developed
in specific cultural contexts, countries and counties. It
will also provide an opportunity for discussion and
debate about how these models support artists in
building constructive relationships, in evolving their
working process and in realising their aspirations to
develop and disseminate their art.

Mitia Fedotenko
on a new project provisionally called ‘Today.Phèdre’,
based around Marina Tsvetaeva’s homonymous poem.
The residency will culminate in a studio showing at the
end of the week.
Our opposite number in the exchange is Elena
Giannotti, who will undertake a residency at Le
Pacifique in December. Elena will teach morning class
and work on a new solo based on the outcomes of her
choreographic bursary research. She will also perform
her improvisation solo series One Girl B.A.N.D.

A diverse and interesting group of national and
international speakers will present and talk about their
models and experiences. Presenters are Jan Ritsema
(Performing Arts Forum); Christiane Blaise, artistic
director of Le Pacifique|CDC Grenoble; Joan Davis; Jane
Kellegher from Blank Canvas Firkin Crane Cork; Michael
Klein from Daghdha Dance Company, and
representatives from Dance Artists in Rural Ireland
(DARI) and the Genesis Project Dublin.

DANCE & HEALTH SEMINAR
11 September
2-4pm
DanceHouse
Admission free
Dance is a demanding activity, and research shows
that dancers often work through pains and injuries
that should receive professional attention. The topic of
dance health has been underexplored in Ireland. Come
along to find out about the state of dance medicine
and science research, and how social, cultural and
economic factors shape the decisions dancers make
about their health. This seminar will also include a
practical session encouraging participants to think
about their own experience of pain and injuries in
relation to dance.

The forum is supported by the Arts Council’s European
Cultural Contact Point, and is a joint initiative between
Dance Ireland and the Irish World Academy of Music
and Dance.
For further information visit www.danceireland.ie. To
book your place contact Inga at 01 884 8103.

www.danceireland.ie

Dr. Jen Tarr is Lecturer in Sociology at Trinity College
Dublin. From 2005-2007 she worked as a researcher
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COMPANY NEWS

ANIMATED STATE

COISCÉIM DANCE THEATRE

Happensdance – An open invitation
12 September
2 & 4pm (40 mins)
DanceHouse
Free admission

Thirty Days Dance September
www.coisceim.com
CoisCéim Dance Theatre has devised thirty ways to
engage with the company and its work this
September through performance, participation, work
in progress showings, professional development and
regular classes at the studio.

Fancy doing something different? Then Happensdance
an exciting new initiative from Animated State Dance
Theatre Company is probably just what you were
looking for.

Highlights include in-development performances of
Faun, a new work by David Bolger as part of the Touch
Wood Season at The Place Theatre London (01
October) and as part of the In Development Season at
this year’s Ulster Bank Dublin Theatre Festival (04
October, kindly supported by Dance Ireland); new
work created as part of the Choreography Project;
auditions for CoisCéim Creative Steps; a Dance Club
led by David as part of Absolute Dublin Fringe Festival
and On the Wall choreographed by David and
performed by Croi Glan at Project Arts Centre. We
invite you to take part, be active and look forward to
hearing your feed back! Full diary is available on
www.coisceim.com or call 01 8780558 for further
details.

On Saturday 12 September Dance Ireland will host an
interactive dance and sound installation exploring the
dialogue between sound, space and movement.
Reflecting the way our senses randomly absorb and
respond to our environment. Dancers, sound engineer
and visitors engage in a creative process that explores
the endless possibilities of chance.
This invitation is an opportunity to experience the
work that Animated State is currently engaged in with
dancers and artists based in and around Waterford.
Happensdance is designed by choreographer Libby
Seward in collaboration with sound artist Mark
Graham and dancers: Bridie McMahon, Claire
McAneny, Trish Murphy and Jess Rowell.

CROÍ GLAN INTEGRATED DANCE

There will be two 40 minute presentations at 2pm and
4pm. Simple instructions will ensure that visitors have
a clear idea of their interactive role and although it is
possible to come and go, seeing the event in its
entirety will provide the fullest experience of the
concept.

On the Wall
11-13 September @ 6pm
Project Arts Centre
The venue is wheelchair accessible
Tickets €16/€14
integrateddance@yahoo.ie

Source: Ciaran Conneely

Having just completed a very successful week working
with integrated dance pioneer Adam Benjamin, Croi
Glan is heading back into rehearsals for this year’s
Absolut Fringe festival. The performances in Dublin will
be the end of their busiest year to date with
performances at Cork Midsummer Festival, Clonmel
Junction Festival and the Civic Theatre Tallaght.
The new work On the Wall, which had its debut at the
Cork Midsummer Festival is choreographed by Artistic
Director of CoisCéim Dance Company, David Bolger.
Croi Glan was very excited by the opportunity to

Happensdance
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Source: Dragan Tomas

The Company are now preparing for a new theatre
production, and about to conduct numerous
workshops throughout the country as part of their
Dance Performance Outreach Programme (DANCE
POP). They will also be teaching as part of the
southeast schools initiative, with residencies
culminating in informal performances.
Dance Theatre of Ireland’s next 10-week term of
classes runs 28 September through 05 December, with
daytime, weekend & evening classes. New classes
include swing dance with Jamie Furler (USA), modern
dance for 5-7 year olds and their parents and ballroom
& social dancing. For our full timetable visit
www.dancetheatreireland.com. To enrol contact:
info@dancetheatreireland.com or ring 01 280 3455.

On the Wall
commission David to create this quartet. The piece
finds its trigger in the perceptions and feelings we
have about our place in the world. With poignancy and
humour it investigates the potent cocktail of identity,
sexuality and politics mixing to form the tension
between self-image and other’s image of us.

FERGUS BYRNE
Body/Landscape workshop
13 - 19 September
€320/€280 (concession)
www.bodyweatheramsterdam.blogspot.com

DAGHDHA DANCE COMPANY
Ready
11 & 12 September @ 8pm
Ticket price: €10/€8 Tickets on the Door
Sun 13 September @ 2pm | Free
www.daghdha.ie

A week-long Body/Landscape workshop will take
place from 13 - 19 September in the Burren, County
Clare. The workshop proposes strategies to confront
our bodies with the multiplicity, unpredictability,
directness and autonomy of the natural environment
and the aim is to explore and develop consciousness
of the body itself being an ever evolving landscape
within a greater surrounding landscape. Training is
lead by Dutch dancer and choreographer Frank van de
Ven and is aimed at artists and advanced students
working in the fields of performance, dance, land
art/sculpture, architecture, visual arts, biology and
natural history. For more information contact
Seamus
Dunbar
at
071
9856148,
e-mail: seamusd62@eircom.net.

Set in the beautiful surroundings of St. John’s Church
Limerick, Daghdha Dance Company invites you to
Ready, the final presentations by this year’s artists of
the 2008/09 Daghdha Mentoring Programme (DMP).
For a year Daghdha Dance Company has provided an
inspiring framework for eleven independent artists to
develop their own practice in choreography and
dance. They are now ‘Ready’ to reveal the final outcome
of this year’s research, experimentation and creative
development. Showcasing a rich and diverse series of
dynamic presentations concluding in three unique
programmes of dance and performances.
Some performances may contain adult material.

DANCE THEATRE OF IRELAND

Source: Fergus Byrne

New term of dance classes
28 September – 05 December
www.dancetheatreireland.com
Dance Theatre of Ireland recently finished their BLOCK
PARTY! tour which spanned the months of April, May
June & July performing for thousands in Korea, the UK
and Ireland. BLOCK PARTY! has already been invited to
many other international Festivals in 2010. Dance
Theatre of Ireland is grateful for the support of both
Culture Ireland and the Arts Council for the BLOCK
PARTY! 2009 tour.

Body Landscape
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Our Call for applications for Blank Canvas 2010 has
sparked great interest so far. Closing date for
applications is 30 September. For more details please
email dance@firkincrane.ie.

FITZGERALD & STAPLETON

Source: Stas Bernasinski

Starvin
11–13 September @ 1.30pm
Project Arts Centre
Ticket price: €15/€13
www.fringefest.com
On dark streets where violence consumes everything
it touches and the innocent live in fear, two women
dedicated to justice blaze different paths. One thirsts
for revenge - the other, for redemption… until faith
brings them together. Now! For those who hide
behind the shadow of corruption, only one thing is
certain… a day of reckoning is coming... From the
makers of Dog of all Creation and Hing - one of the
greatest choreographies ever made... Starvin
exclusively by Fitzgerald & Stapleton.

Firkin Crane

FIRKIN CRANE
Open Floor
New membership scheme
www.firkincrane.ie

We would like to thank the Arts Council for their
support with the creation of Starvin.

We have set in motion Open Floor@Firkin Crane – a
new opportunity aimed to further extend our facilities
to professional artists as resource organisation/centre
for professional dance. Join as professional dancer or
friend of dance and enjoy benefits designed to help
develop artistic practice and research.

Fitzgerald & Stapleton also express thanks to everyone
who supported our performances of Dog of all
Creation at the Absolut Dublin Gay Theatre Festival in
May, with lighting generously provided by Barry
Madden. €500 was raised for St. James’s Hospital
Foundation: The New Fill HIV Service.

A yearly membership fee of 52 opens doors to special
studio rental rates, reduced ticket and workshop
prices, advertising space, our monthly newsletter with
upcoming dance events and opportunities, access to
our library/video archive and boardroom, use of
administrative tools and advice/information on
aspects of dance performance production. Become a
valuable member knowing you will help broaden the
scope of opportunities at the Firkin Crane and
encourage artistic growth. To become a member and
for further details write to dance@firkincrane.ie

FRINGE FESTIVAL DANCE CLUB
Absolut Fringe & David Bolger
The Lab
Ticket price: €30
Having difficulty expressing yourself with words
alone? Ready to unleash your inner Nureyev or Pina
Bausch? Well step away from the wall onto the dance
floor. This is your opportunity to work with one of
Ireland’s leading contemporary choreographers,
Artistic Director of CoisCéim, David Bolger. No
experience necessary! All you need is a healthy dose
of enthusiasm, a hunger to express yourself and a
willingness to sweat. Dance Club will take a field trip
to Aerowaves double bill. Tickets for this event can be
booked in person at filmbase or over the phone on 01
679 6716.

Currently in residence at Firkin Crane are Nick Bryson
and Cristina Goletti (Legitimate Bodies), Mairead
Vaughan and Dara O’Brien (Shakram Dance) in our
third Phase of Blank Canvas 2009.
Also at Firkin Crane Fidget Feet will develop Madam
Silk into a full piece in their October residency and will
reveal some of their work in progress on 23 October
in a free sharing open to all. Watch this space for
details.
Finally, Phluxus Dance Collective from Brisbane,
Australia will be in our studios working on a trio, for
the month of November. Their residency will culminate
in a performance on the 26 November.

www.danceireland.ie
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IRISH MODERN DANCE THEATRE

locations on the estate for a brief period with an event
on the final day, we aim to engage new audiences in a
programme of dance workshops and performances.

Auditions in Brussels
05 September
10am – 4pm
Espace Bud Blumenthal /H Y B R I D
www.irishmoderndancetheatre.com

The focus will be on making dance visible and
accessible with one workshop in contemporary dance
for adults and one for children. The aim is to encourage
audience participation. Specifically created dance
works will then be performed by Nick Bryson, Cristina
Goletti, Tanya McCrory and Catherine Young. There will
also be screenings of dance films. The event aims to
shine a light on the artistic process.

Irish Modern Dance Theatre are looking for male and
female dancers and apprentice dancers with strong
technical base, open spirit and ability to improvise.
Work contracts: Spring/Summer 2010. For more
information contact Leo at 01 6715113 or email:
imdt@iol.ie.

I.F. O.N.L.Y.

LEGITIMATE BODIES
Dreamdesk - Blank Canvas Sharing
04 September @ 1pm
Firkin Crane
www.firkincrane.com

International Festival of Necessarily Lonely You
Performance date: Thursday 17 December
CALL FOR SUBMISSION

As September begins Legitimate Bodies round up
their Blank Canvas residency in Cork with a lunchtime
sharing of their new dance theatre work Dreamdesk by
Nick Bryson and Damian Punch. The work is continuing
to be developed with the assistance of a
choreographic bursary from Dance Ireland as well as a
residency in Dance Base in Edinburgh. Mentored by
Clive Andrews from Clown Company in Edinburgh the
work also features an original composition from
Edinburgh-based composer Steve Kettley.

Source: Legitimate Bodies

Legitimate Bodies Dance Company in
conjunction with Birr Theatre and Arts Centre
(Birr, Co. Offaly) are please to accept submissions
for the second year of their dedicated festival for
dance solo within the contemporary
performance frame.

R-ated (part of a double-bill)
11-13 September @ 6pm
Project Upstairs
www.fringefest.com
In the Dublin Fringe Festival, the company will present
a stunning new duet in Project Arts Centre in a coproduction with Dutch choreographer, Arno
Schuitemaker. This production has also been made
possible by residencies with Dance Ireland and the
Firkin Crane. The work is an intense and physically
challenging duet for a woman, Cristina Goletti, and a
man, Oscar Padrosa from Spain/Petr Opavsky from
Czech Republic.

Legitimate Bodies
To apply please send before 12 October 2009:
 Short Bio (max 250 words)
 DVD of proposed work or, if not realised yet,
short description of the idea and DVD of
previous work
 tech requirements

Hilltown Dance Event
27 September @ 1 - 6pm
Hilltown, Castlepollard, Co. Westmeath
www.hilltown.ie

This year we expect to invite 3 international
artists and 3 national artists.
For further enquires please contact:
legitimatebodies@gmail.com

In our on-going attempts to raise the profile of
contemporary dance in the Midlands Legitimate
Bodies will combine forces with Hilltown Studio
Theatre to present a dance event in a wonderful rural
venue. Through occupying the various unique

Please post submission to: Legitimate Bodies
Dance Company, c/o Birr Theatre and Arts Centre,
Oxmantown Mall, Birr, County Offaly.
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MYRIAD DANCE

soundtrack of garish music and nervous tension. Four
outstanding performers dance their way into hearts,
minds and underwear. You’ll laugh and cringe! This
runs 06-20 September (except Monday 14 September)
at 6pm in Pantibar on Capel Street.

One Penny Operas
07-11 September @ 2pm
DanceHouse
Ticket price: €5
www.fringefest.com

ponydance, good looking, funny, charming… what’s
not to like? Find them on facebook.

Brave and shifting sands or uncertainty and leap into
the unknown in this open-handed exploration of
working together, in which artists and audiences alike
share thrills and spills in the act of creation. As a dance
research project into instant composition, the
ensemble invents a new show every day. The
performers play with humour, grace, daring and
honesty, to create a rich and dynamic piece of living
theatre. Evolving performances created by Wolfgang
Hoffman and Daniel Weaver with Myriad Dance. These
are work-in-progress showings.

REX LEVITATES
12 Minute Dances
05-12 September @ 6pm
Smock Alley Theatre
Ticket price: €19/€16
www.rexlevitates.com
A collection of short works which are the result of a
year-long period of movement reflection and
investigation by Liz Roche with a core group of Rex
Levitates dancers. The works appear as a wash of
colour, movement, rhythm and emotion; human
embodiment as a dynamic event. The audience
completes the picture.

Absolut Fringe gratefully acknowledges the support
and assistance of Dance Ireland.

PONYDANCE
Where did it all go right?
06-20 September @ 6pm
Pantibar, Capel Street
www.ponydance.com

A picture lives by companionship, expanding and
quickening in the eyes of the sensitive observer – Mark
Rothko (Painter, 1903 – 1970)
Rex levitates will host a series of open classes and
workshops from 07 – 12 September at Absolut Fringe
Factory. To sign up contact admin@rexlevitates.com.

Source: Sarah Jane Scaife

Source: Fionn McCann

See ponydance at this year’s Dublin Fringe Festival
performing their new work, Where did it all go right?
Where did it all go right? sees four people in a bar, trying
to get out of it. You’ve probably met some of them
before and one could be your……Nearly outrageous,
mostly clever, always inventive, a hearty lumpy mix of
humour, honesty, careening and cavorting. The ever
industrious ponydance, champions of comedy dance
theatre and all things brilliantly average, serve up their
latest and tastiest performance. Where did it all go
right? is a confection of moves and movement to a

Getting Lost

Act Without Words 11
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SARAH-JANE SCAIFE

in a period of research and development for the
creation of a new site-specific dance film. This process
involves the exploration of experimental filming
techniques and the aesthetic of moulding movement
into architecture, specifically within confined spaces.
Shakram received an Arts Council bursary to fund this
research period. An informal sharing of the work will
be presented on 04 September at 1pm. Shakram
would like to thank the Firkin Crane for this
opportunity.

Act Without Words 11
Christ Church Lane
Meeting place: Barnardo Sq beside City Hall,
Dame St.
8.45pm & 9.45pm
09-12 September
Ticket price: €10/€8
www.fringefest.com
When the ‘Beckett aesthetic’ becomes so familiar that
all that is needed to advertise the commodity that
Beckett has become, is a picture with a hat and boots
then a re-contextualization of his drama is called for.
Act Without Words 11 is one of Samuel Beckett’s most
universal and versatile plays. Sarah Jane Scaife has
directed this brilliant mime play in Ireland, China,
Malaysia, Singapore and Greece. She was profoundly
moved by these experiences. In the Dublin of 2009
with all the problems of homelessness and drug
addiction, this play resonates with a power that is both
chilling and all too familiar. With thanks to Dance
Ireland for residency support.

Mairead Vaughan and Dara O’Brien are working with
students of the BA in Voice and Dance at the Irish
World Academy of Music and Dance in 2009/2010.
They will teach Indian classical forms of dance and
voice and interpret them through a creative and
exploratory process. This will culminate in the creation
of a collaborative work with live voice and dance
performed in the Academy in 2010. Supported by
Dublin City Council and Ambassade de France.

OTHER DANCE NEWS

SHAKRAM DANCE COMPANY
Living layers of surface residue contained in
stone and form
04 September @ 1pm
Firkin Crane
www.shakramdance.com

AEROWAVES DANCE DOUBLE BILL
Piece / Throwing Rocks
11-13 September
Project Arts Centre
Ticket price: €16/€14
www.fringfest.com

Shakram Dance Company begin their new venture
participating in the Blank Canvas residency in the
Firkin Crane. Shakram are working with four dancers

The Aerowaves Network showcases the best emerging
European dance. These two works have been seen at
venues and festivals all over Europe.

Source: Mairead Vaughan

Piece is filled with lots of fantasy and humour,
impressive situations and surprising twists; a little
piece of life on stage. She’s cute but dangerous. She
has red hair and super long legs, she dances – my God;
as never seen before. Caroline Simon makes the
principle the theme, the assertion of an ideal world on
stage. In a wonderfully ironic monologue, she
describes an unbelievable choreography including
passionate romance. Simon succeeds with a highly
comical dance performance, which plays very
competently with the weakness of its art.
Throwing Rocks cuts a striking image with brightly
coloured spandex, bodies impossibly intertwined and
hidden or invisible faces. They contort themselves in
couples, making a body without organs, framed with
humour, with the intent of showing the limitations of
such an assemblage and how the body can actually
turn out to be “stupid”. Peculiar and bold Busy Rocks’
(Franziska Aigner & Gabriel Schenker) unconventional

Mairead Vaughan
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STARVIN
by Fitzgerald & Stapleton

PROJECT ARTS CENTRE
Sep 11th-13th at 1.30 pm
Tickets €15/13
PURCHASE TICKETS:
www.fringefest.com
1850 Fringe/1850 374643
Filmbase, Curved St.,
Temple Bar
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SET DESIGN:
Sarah Bacon
LIGHTING & VIDEO DESIGN:
Ian William Galloway

approach to creating work results in a bold,
adventurous piece.

demonstrates how twenty years on, DV8 still refuses
to be defined.
Led by the renowned director/ choreographer Lloyd
Newson, DV8 Physical Theatre - winner of sixteen
awards over the last four years including the Grand
Prix Danse Critics Award - return to Dublin following a
hugely successful international tour and 3 week sell
out run at the National Theatre in London.

COLLEGE OF DANCE
New academic year & auditions
www.collegeofdance.com
The new academic year commences on the 21
September with the autumn term continuing until 11
December. Members of Dance Ireland are welcome to
join the daily Senior Ballet classes, timetables and
information available from the office.There will be one
final audition for entry to the College of Dance on
Saturday 29 August. Prior registration is essential. For
further information contact the College of Dance; 01
2304115 or email: admin@collegeofdance.com.

To Be Straight With You contains strong language,
nudity and adult content.

FORCE MAJEURE
The Age I’m In
06-10 October @ 8pm
Pavilion Theatre
€20/30
www.forcemajeure.com/au

DAVID ROLLAND CHORÉGRAHIES
The Reader
12 September @ 2.30pm
St. Patrick’s Park
www.fringefest.com

It’s not how old you are, but how you are old. Force
Majeure’s The Age I’m In is a poignant, witty and
revealing portrait of how we inhabit the age we’re in
throughout our lives. Woven together and brought to
life by the company’s distinctive dance-theatre
language, a diverse selection of Australian aged
between fourteen and eighty offer astonishingly
personal responses to a range of emotive issues,
creating an intimate and warm-hearted snapshot of
the ageing process. Under acclaimed director Kate
Champion, this remarkable performance which won
the award for Outstanding Performance by a Company
at the 2009 Australian Dance Awards, skilfully
combines audio visual technology, real-life interviews
and a distinctive physical language to take a fresh and
humorous look at generational clichés, family
interactions and the complexity of human
relationships.

Join us and thousands of others around the world who
have already come together for this impromptu
travelling dance floor. Saint Patrick’s Park will be
transformed by an ocean of people participating in
what David Rolland describes as “collective
choreography”. On arrival, each audience member
receives a booklet with written instructions of what to
do and when: don’t worry, you won’t be leaping and
twirling, the most difficult thing to do is a subtle
swaying of the hips. The minute gestures we come
across in everyday life turn into dance moves, quickly
making way for an atmosphere of amusement and
fun.

DV8 PHYSICAL THEATRE

CHOREOGRAPH.NET

To be Straight with You
30 September – 03 October @ 7.30pm
O’Reilly Theatre
€25/30
www.dv8.co.uk

Out of the problem and into the solution 6
Jeffrey Gormly
www.choreograph.net
It is in our imagination that true revolution will take
place. A moment of crisis is also a moment of
opportunity. Now is a time for seeding those heartfelt
desires for our future. If change must be made, if the
old ways no longer seem viable, then let us clear the
slate and start again, and start with our true deep
desires, imagining

DV8, one of the world’s leading companies, make a
long overdue return to Dublin with the provocative,
exhilarating and courageous To Be Straight With You.
Featuring an exceptionally strong multi-ethnic cast,
this poetic but unflinching exploration of tolerance,
intolerance, religion and sexuality incorporates dance,
text, documentary, film and animated projections to
create a unique and startling piece of theatre. Based
on 85 interviews, with many people who cannot
express their views openly for fear of social or physical
reprisal, this hard hitting and exciting visionary work

An order where we can at last grow up to that which we
stored up as we grew
Seamus Heaney
…imagining that it is possible that small, simple,
locally produced actions can grow a system complex
enough to sustain our hope.
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MERCE CUNNINGHAM
19 APRIL 1919 – 26 JULY 2009
Choreographer, dancer, teacher; Merce Cunningham was an inspiration to many. It was our
collective great pleasure that the Merce Cunningham Dance Company performed in Ireland.
For many those performances remain a theatrical highlight, not to be forgotten – the
opportunity to see some of his seminal repertoire: Ocean in Belfast; Summerspace, Biped,
Interscape and Rainforest on our national stage.
Merce Cunningham has left an indelible mark on our collective creativity and culture. As the
three tributes below acknowledge, his legacy will resonate in the dance world and beyond
for generations to come. We applaud a visionary choreographer who dedicated his life on
earth to dance; we mourn the loss of a gentleman.
John Scott, choreographer and artistic director, Irish Modern Dance Theatre
I went to see Merce Cunningham Dance Company perform Ocean in Belfast in 1997 to catch up on history
but was completely thrown by the beauty, passion and danger of the work, his godlike dancers, executing
the impossible. Seeing Ocean and meeting Merce changed my life and work. I got to know the company,
beginning a friendship through many cities: New York, Paris, London and Dublin. This led to his dancers
Cheryl, Ashley, Derry, Tom, Matthew dancing with us in IMDT, carrying some of his magic with them to
Ireland - through the spark Merce started in Belfast.

Adrienne Brown, Chairperson, Dance Ireland
The news of Merce Cunningham’s death came to me while I was in Vienna, and I recalled the quote
following Beethoven’s death that “a light went from the world.” So it seems to me, a very special light was
associated with Merce Cunningham: the man, the artist, the thinker, the dancer. I had the great privilege
of interviewing him in June 2008; his beautiful smile and intelligence left a lasting impression on me. He
was a wonderful man, and served his time for dance here on earth with exceptional energy, talent and
dedication. “Ar dheis Dé go raibh a anam.”

Catherine Nunes, former artistic director, International Dance Festival Ireland
There are some moments in life when you know that you are witnessing something special; moments
when time seems to briefly stand still so that you may register and remember the importance of what
you are witnessing. One of those moments undoubtedly occurred in the Abbey Theatre on the opening
night of the inaugural International Dance Festival Ireland in 2002.
As the lights dimmed on the Merce Cunningham Dance Company’s performance of Biped and
Summerspace, an awestruck stillness seemed to fall upon the audience but, as the curtain calls began,
this stillness gradually became appreciation, and, in turn, this appreciation turned into something far
more profound. As the frail and dignified figure of Merce Cunningham took to the stage, the standing
ovation that greeted him, with all the unstoppable force of a wave, seemed like some strange primitive act
of collective transformation.
For Merce Cunningham and his sublime company, it was undoubtedly one moment amidst many. But,
for us, this was our moment. In this city of Cunningham’s beloved James Joyce, in this theatre of WB Yeats,
in this culture of words, in the hearts and minds of all those who had long believed in contemporary dance,
this was a historic and possibly defining moment.
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DANCE IRELAND MORNING CLASS @ DANCEHOUSE
31 Aug - 04 Sept
07 - 11 Sept
14 - 18 Sept
21 - 25 Sept
28 Sept - 02 Oct

Janis Claxton
Ester O’Brolchain
Mitia Fedotenko
Lee Clayden
Michael Martin Dolan

Contemporary
Ballet
Contemporary
Contemporary
Yoga

Class Fees:
DI Members: €7 per class / Non-members: €10 per class
Class card available
Time: 10.00am to 11.30am

PROFESSIONAL CLASS AT THE FIRKIN CRANE with Dance Ireland
Every Wednesday

Contemporary

Firkin Crane, Shandon, Cork

Time: 11am to 12.30pm
Fees: DI Members: €7 per class /
Non-members: €10 per class
For more information: Firkin Crane @ 021 450 7487

PROFESSIONAL CLASS AT SIAMSA TÍRE with Dance Ireland
Every Tuesday

Contemporary

Siamsa Tíre, Tralee, Co. Kerry

Time: 9am to 11am
Fees: DI Members: €5 per class /
Non-members: €8 per class
For more information: Catherine Young @ 087 266 0012

MAIDEN VOYAGE PROFESSIONAL CLASS with Dance Ireland
Every Wednesday

Contemporary

Dance Resource Base Studio,
35 Donegall Street, Belfast

Time: 6.30pm to 8pm
Fees: DI Members: £4 per class /
Non-members: £5 per class
For more information: Maiden Voyage @ 0044 2890 330925

MYRIAD DANCE PROFESSIONAL CLASS with Dance Ireland
Every Wednesday

Contemporary

Myriad Dance Studio, Wexford

Time: 10am to 12noon
Fees: DI Members: €8 per class /
Non-members: €10 per class
For more information: Myriad Dance @ 053 9174 665

